OBAMA'S "CZARS"-- Read who they are and
realize what they want to do..
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AfghanistanCzar Ultra liberal anti gun former Gov. Of New Mexico. Pro Abortion and legal drug
use. Wants to Dissolve the 2nd Amendment
Anti-Semitism
Obama's new anti-Semitism czar serves on the board of a controversial Israellobby group accused of working against the Jewish state, while her writings
suggest Israel's policies are to blame for anti-Semitism.
Hannah Rosenthal, a former Health Department regional director under the Clinton
administration, started her position earlier this week as the State Department's
new special envoy to monitor and combat anti-Semitism. She previously headed
the Jewish Council for Public Affairs, an umbrella U.S. Jewish organization.
Rosenthal, however, serves on the board of J Street, a lobby group that is mostly
led by left-leaning Israelis and that receives funds from Arab and Muslim
Americans.
J Street brands itself as pro-Israel. It states on its website it seeks to "promote
meaningful American leadership to end the Arab-Israeli and Israeli-Palestinian
conflicts peacefully and diplomatically."
J Street, however, also supports talks with Hamas, a terrorist group whose charter
seeks the destruction of Israel. The group opposes sanctions against Iran and is
harshly critical of Israeli offensive anti-terror military actions.
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Even the Israeli government has been distancing itself from J Street, with its
ambassador to Washington, Michael Oren, refusing to attend its annual dinner last
month. Israeli Embassy spokesman Yoni Peled told the Jerusalem Post his
government has some "concern over certain [J Street] policies that could impair
Israel's interests."
Auto recovery
Black radical anti business activist. Affirmative Action and Job Preference for
Czar
blacks. Univ of Maryland Business School Dean teaches US business has caused
world poverty. ACORN board member. Communist W.E.B.DuBois Club member.
AIDS Czar
Radical Homosexual.. A Gay Rights activist. Believes in Gay Marriage and
especially, a Special Status for homosexuals only, including complete free health
care for gays.
Border Czar
The former failed superintendent of San Diego . Ultra Liberal friend of Hilary
Clinton. Served as Border Czar under Janet Reno - to keep borders open to
illegals without interference from US
California Water Sr. Fellow of radical environmentalist group, "Progress Policy". No training or
Czar
experience in water management whatsoever.
Car Czar
Lehman Br, Quadrangle Investments. 2010 Attorney General Andrew M.

Cuomo filed suit against Steven Rattner,[16] alleging he paid
undisclosed kickbacks in order to obtain $150 million in investments
in Quadrangle from the New York State Common Retirement Fund
(“CRF”) [17] Ppaid $10 mill settlement, close friend of Bloomberg,
said of Tea Party
"It's a form of economic terrorism,“These Tea Party guys, they’re
strapped with dynamite sitting in middle of Times Square at rush

hour”
Dennis Ross
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Mark Lloyd Diversity

Believes US policy has caused Mid East wars. Obama apologist to the world. Anti
gun and completely pro abortion.
Formally a man with a 15 year old son.
The Lid blog has a report on Mark Lloyd, the associate general counsel and Chief
Diversity Officer at the Federal Communications Commission, who said, "There
are few things I think more frightening in the American mind than dark skinned
black men. Here I am."
He was appointed to the newly created position by Obama in early August. Before
he was appointed a Czar, Lloyd was the vice president for strategic initiatives at
the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. His specialty is communications
policy, and that policy he promotes can only be described as having a strange
obsession with promoting a racial divide.
He is also not a big fan of the First Amendment.
While Obama is playing coy with his plans to shut down conservative talk radio, we
know what his real intentions are, due to his appointment of Mark Lloyd. Lloyd’s
view of the 1st Amendment is shocking:

"It should be clear by now that my focus here is not freedom of speech or the
press. This freedom is all too often an exaggeration. At the very least, blind
references to freedom of speech or the press serve as a distraction from the
critical examination of other communications policies. "[T]he purpose of free
speech is warped to protect global corporations and block rules that would
promote democratic governance."
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Like many of Obama’s appointees, Lloyd worked for George Soros, the foreign
billionaire who funds anti-America groups. He seems to be enamored with
dictators and has even publicly praised Venezuelan Communist dictator Hugo
Chavez’s "incredible…democratic revolution." He also wants to use the Fairness
Doctrine to "balance" talk radio and believes there are too many white people in
the media. He has written that unless there are "more people of color, gays and
other people…we will not change the problem." One of his solutions to "balance"
the media is to fine conservative radio stations up to $250 million and give the
proceeds to National Public Radio. Get ready for censorship like America has
never seen before.
Director of the National Network to End Domestic Violence. Vicious anti male
feminist. Supported male castration.Imagine?
devoted lobbyist for every restrictive gun law proposal, Former Chief of Police in
Liberal Seattle .. Believes no American should own a firearm. Supports
legalization of all drugs
Head of Fed Reserve under Jimmy Carter when US economy nearly failed.
Obama appointed head of the Economic Recovery Advisory Board which
engineered the Obama economic disaster to US economy. Member of anti
business "Progressive Policy" organization
Political Radical Former head of EPA - known for anti-business activism. Strong
anti-gun ownership.
Belongs to Socialist Interntaional

Chai R.
Feldblum

Just Left Agency
Equal
A law professor nominated by Obama to become a commissioner for the Equal
Opportunity
Employment Opportunity Commission was a signatory to a radical 2006 manifesto
which endorsed polygamous households and argued traditional marriage should
not be privileged "above all others."
Georgetown University Law Center professor Chai R. Feldblum, nominated as a
commissioner for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), is
listed as a signatory to the July 26, 2006 manifesto "Beyond Same-Sex Marriage:
A New Strategic Vision for All Our Families & Relationships."
The manifesto’s signatories said they proposed a "new vision" for governmental
and private recognition of "diverse kinds" of partnerships, households and
families. They said they hoped to "move beyond the narrow confines of marriage
politics" in the U.S.
Describing various kinds of households as no less socially, economically, and
spiritually worthy than other relationships, the Beyond Marriage manifesto listed
"committed, loving households in which there is more than one conjugal partner."
Same-sex marriage, the manifesto said, should be "just one option on a menu of
choices that people have about the way they construct their lives."
"Marriage is not the only worthy form of family or relationship, and it should not be
legally and economically privileged above all others," the manifesto continued.
"While we honor those for whom marriage is the most meaningful personal – for
some, also a deeply spiritual -- choice, we believe that many other kinds of kinship
relationship, households, and families must also be accorded recognition."
The manifesto listed as one of its principles "freedom from a narrow definition of
our sexual lives and gender choices, identities, and expression."

It also charged that the political right enforces "narrow, heterosexist definitions of
marriage."
Joshua DuBois Faith Based Czar Political Black activist-Degree in Black Nationalism. Anti gun
ownership lobbyist. WHAT DOES A FAITH BASED CZAR DO???????????
FCC
Julius Genachowski is Barack Obama’s head of the Federal Communications
Julius
Commission. He thinks you’re an idiot. After famously calling for broadly
Genachowski
expanded FCC powers to mandate "transparency" and "neutrality" on the Internet,
and having that plan rejected by a growing, bipartisan coalition, he now denies he
wants to regulate the Internet. Meanwhile he also claims the FCC is trying to
"win the case" against Comcast, who has sued to get a federal court to overturn
the FCC’s claimed authority to regulate Internet activity. But we’re supposed to
believe he doesn’t want to regulate the Internet. Right. The Wall Street Journal
says that the FCC "took a beating" during an appeals court hearing on the case. A
decision against the FCC could be crippling of Genachowski’s plans, but
unfortunately on that front there’s nothing we activists can do but watch, and wait.
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Though we can also join in the second comment period that the FCC has opened
up on Net Neutrality. Your guess is as good as mine as to where on the FCC’s
website we can do that, though. They’re not exactly transparent.
The Corruption Chronicals says that in a comical move even for czar-happy
Obama, who has rewarded dozens of cronies with distinguished titles, the White

House has named the Obama’s personal Chicago cook as "Senior Policy Adviser
for Healthy Food Initiatives."
It’s no joke, even though is sounds like a bad one. The Chicago chef’s rapid
ascension, reported this week by a conservative Washington D.C. newspaper, has
been kept under the radar for the last month. Sam Kass went from being a 20something, Windy City gourmet cook -- privately paid by the Obama’s to feed them
-- to big-time White House adviser in a matter of months.
In between, Michelle Obama made Kass a "Food Initiative Coordinator" for her
new healthy nutrition program which is supposed to eliminate childhood obesity
within a generation, especially in the nation’s inner cities. The First Lady claims
that childhood obesity is a threat to national security and a crisis equivalent to
AIDS and youth violence.
Because it’s such a dire situation, she has convinced her husband’s administration
to spend $400 million a year to bring "healthy foods" to low-income neighborhoods
and $10 billion to revise a decades-old federal measure that already feeds tens of
millions of poor children at school for free.
This culinary revolution no doubt requires a trusted senior policy adviser -- like
Kass -- who is an expert in healthy cuisine. The First Lady refers to her cook as a
"partner in crime" and says it’s "just pretty powerful" to see what started out as talk
in her South Side Chicago kitchen turn into a major initiative that "hopefully will
change the way we think as a country."
Makes you wonder what Kass, who also doubles as a White House chef, has been
putting in the Obama’s food all these years. Incidentally, the "most transparent
administration" in history doesn’t want Americans to know how much the famous
family cook earns. Although he’s an important administration wonk, Kass’s salary
is excluded in the Annual Report to Congress on White House Staff because he’s
considered "residence staff" and those salaries don’t need to be disclosed.
More reparations from the Obamas -- $400 million a year to bring "healthy foods"
to low-income neighborhoods -- $10 billion for poor children at school for free -"because it’s such a dire situation..." -- another CRISIS -- thank you Cloward and
Piven -- thank you Rahmbo.
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Everything is a crisis to these people -- except the economy.
Great LakesCzar Chicago radical anti business environmentalist. Blames George Bush for
"Poisoning the water that minorities have to drink." No experience or
training in water management. Former ACORN Board member (what does that
tell us?)
Green Jobs Czar (since resigned).. Black activist Member of American communist Party and
San Francisco Communist Party who said Geo Bush caused the 911 attack and
wanted Bush investigated by the World Court for war crimes. Black activist with
strong anti-white views.
Guantanamo
Human Rights activist for Foreign Terrorists. Believes America has caused the
Closure Czar
war on terrorism. Believes terrorists have rights above and beyond Americans.
Health Czar
Former head of Medicare / Medicaid. Strong Health Care Rationing proponent.
She is married to a reporter for The New York Times.
Information Czar Born in New Delhi , India . Controls all public information, including labels and
news releases. Monitors all private Internet emails. (hello?)
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International
Climate Czar

Anti business former White House chief of Staff- Strong supportrer of the Kyoto
Accord. Pushing hard for Cap and Trade. Blames US business for Global
warming. Anti- US business prosperity.
Intelligence Czar Ret. Navy. Stopped US guided missile program as "provocative". Chair of ultra
liberal "Council on Foreign Relations" which blames American organizations for
regional wars.
Internet
WorldNetDaily is reporting that Obama's Internet czar, Susan P. Crawford, is
linked to a Marxist-run liberal media think tank, Free Press, that advocates
government intervention in the Internet.
She was chosen to head up the Obama transition's Federal Communications
Commission Review team. After the inauguration, Obama named her Special
Assistant to the President for Science, Technology, and Innovation policy -- or
Internet czar.
Wired magazine calls Crawford "the most powerful geek close to the president,"
and notes that prior to her work for the administration, she was a "prolific" writer on
"net neutrality."
Crawford's "One Web Day" is also promoted on the Free Press website.
She spoke at a May 14, 2009, "Changing Media" Free Press summit in
Washington. Crawford's "One Web Day" project, which seeks to broaden the
public's awareness of Internet and Web issues, lists the radical ACORN as one of
its "participating organizations." Free Press" is listed as another.
The founder of Free Press, Robert W. McChesney, is a professor at the University
of Illinois and former editor of the Marxist journal Monthly Review. In February
2009, McChesney, an avowed Marxist, urged that capitalism be dismantled.
"In the end, there is no real answer but to remove brick-by-brick the capitalist
system itself, rebuilding the entire society on socialist principles,'" wrote
McChesney in a column.
The board of Free Press has included a slew of radicals, such as Obama's former
"green jobs" czar Van Jones, who resigned after it was exposed he founded a
communist organization. Meanwhile, Crawford and Kevin Werbach, who codirected the Obama transition team's Federal Communications Commission
Review team, are also advisory board members at Public Knowledge, a George
Soros-funded public interest group.
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Public Knowledge claims to be bipartisan, working with groups from both sides of
the aisle, including Free Press and the Open Society Institute.
Obama’s new head of the Office of Legal Counsel in the Justice Department,
Dawn Johnsen, called the legal reasoning which gave the president broad powers
to authorize "rough" interrogation of terrorists "shockingly
flawed…bogus…outlandish." She said it allowed "horrific acts" and demanded to
know "Where is the outrage? The public outcry?" This is the person who will
decide how to interrogate terrorists. If she errs on the side of weakening methods
of questioning, there’s no chance her boss, Eric Holder the new Attorney General,
will reverse her. He approved of the Clinton/Reno "wall" preventing intelligence
from finding out what criminal investigators had found out and took the lead in
pardoning the FALN terrorists.
What is Obama thinking? How could he weaken so dramatically our protections
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against terrorism? Doesn’t he realize that without warrantless FISA wiretaps we
could never have uncovered the plot to destroy the Brooklyn Bridge (how could we
have gotten a warrant for conversations about the bridge when we didn’t yet know
that al Qaeda had it in its sights?) Has he forgotten that we only found the name
of the operative who was tasked with destroying the bridge because we subjected
Kahlid Mohammed, the mastermind of 9-11, to "rough" interrogation techniques?
Does he really mean to leave us vulnerable to terrorist attacks?
Obama’s new head of the Office of Legal Counsel in the Justice Department,
Dawn Johnsen, called the legal reasoning which gave the president broad powers
to authorize "rough" interrogation of terrorists "shockingly
flawed…bogus…outlandish." She said it allowed "horrific acts" and demanded to
know "Where is the outrage? The public outcry?" This is the person who will
decide how to interrogate terrorists. If she errs on the side of weakening methods
of questioning, there’s no chance her boss, Eric Holder the new Attorney General,
will reverse her. He approved of the Clinton/Reno "wall" preventing intelligence
from finding out what criminal investigators had found out and took the lead in
pardoning the FALN terrorists.
What is Obama thinking? How could he weaken so dramatically our protections
against terrorism? Doesn’t he realize that without warrantless FISA wiretaps we
could never have uncovered the plot to destroy the Brooklyn Bridge (how could we
have gotten a warrant for conversations about the bridge when we didn’t yet know
that al Qaeda had it in its sights?) Has he forgotten that we only found the name
of the operative who was tasked with destroying the bridge because we subjected
Kahlid Mohammed, the mastermind of 9-11, to "rough" interrogation techniques?
Does he really mean to leave us vulnerable to terrorist attacks?
$500 Billion was taken from Medicare to fund Obamacare
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2Kevz_9lsw&feature=player_embedded
Fmr. Sen from Maine Left wing radical. Has said Israel should be split up into "2 or
3 " smaller more manageable plots". A true Anti-nuclear anti-gun & pro
homosexual "special rights" advocate

Chief of Staff to TED KENNEDY. Lawyer who got rich off the 911 victims
payoffs. (horribly true). Now handling the GULF. Got a 6 figure salary and is
working for BP. Refuses to give money to victims.
Regulatory Czar Liberal activist judge believes free speech needs to be limited for the "common
good". Essentially against 1st amendment. Rules against personal freedoms
many times -like private gun ownership and right to free speech. This guy has

to be run out of Washington !!
Kevin Jennings
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Safe School Czar President of GLESN – Gay Lesbian Straight Education Network
Promoting Gay, Lesbian and promiscuous sexuality in schools. Goal is to
mainstream homosexuality. Author of “Queering Elementary Education”.
Science Czar
Fierce ideological environmentalist, Sierra Club, Anti business activist. Claims US
business has caused world poverty. No Science training.
1973 Textbook – Population Control promoting Redistribution of Wealth.
Stated that we should put birth control in drinking water and have mandated
abortions claiming this is do able under the US Constitution.
Stimulus
Spent career trying to take guns away from American citizens. Believes in Open
Accountability
Borders to Mexico . Author of statement blaming US gun stores for drug
Czar
war in Mexico .
Sudan Czar
Native of Democratic Republic of Congo . Believes US does little to help Third
World countries. Council of foreign relations, asking for higher US taxes to
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support United Nations
TARP Czar
Fannie Mae CEO responsible for the US recession by using real estate
mortgages to back up the US stock market. Caused millions of people to
lose their life savings.
Terrorism Czar Anti CIA activist. No training in diplomatic or gov. affairs. Believes Open
Borders to Mexico and a dialog with terrorists and has suggested Obama
disband US military A TOTAL MORON !!!!!
Technology Czar No Technology training. Worked for the Advisory Board Company, a health
care think tank for hospitals. Anti doctor activist. Supports Obama Health care
Rationing and salaried doctors working exclusively for the Gov. health care plan
Urban Affairs
Puerto Rican born Anti American activist and leftist group member in Latin
Czar
America . Millionaire "slum lord" of the Bronx , NY. Owns many lavish homes and
condos which he got from "sweetheart" deals with labor unions. Wants higher
taxes on middle class to pay for minority housing and health care
Weapons Czar Leftist. Wants all private weapons in US destroyed. Supports UN ban on
firearms ownership in America .. No Other "policy"
WMD Policy Czar Former US Communist. Wants US to destroy all WMD unilaterally as a show of
good faith. Has no other "policy"..
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